
Luxury capitals of Russia

Moscow & Saint-Petersburg (8d/7n)



1 Day. Saint Petersburg

Arrival to LED airport. VIP Meeting with guide and
driver near the airplane. Individual customs formalities.

Transfer to the hotel Belmond. Accomodation in
Presidential suite, St Petersburg's largest suite occupies
a corner of the hotel, offering stunning views to
Nevsky Prospekt.

Time for leisure.

Dinner in Caviar bar - choose from a superb selection
of caviar served a top delicate blinis, crisp, cold vodkas,
light snacks and delicious full courses.

Overnight.



2 Day. Saint Petersburg

Breakfast.

During the Sightseeing tour you will have a look at
Nevsky prospect (main street of the city), the Strelka
(the eastern tip of Vasilyevsky Island), so called
university campus, Theatre square, St. Nicolas
Cathedral, Dostoevsky quarter, Isakievskaya square.
You will make a stop on Zayatchy Island from where
the city began to grow after Peter the Great laid the
foundation of the Peter and Paul fortress in 1703,
where you will have an exclusive helicopter tour.

Lunch in The Flying Dutchman is one of the
landmarks of Saint Petersburg, a three-mast sailboat,
the unique copy of the Dutch Fleut Amsterdam of the
year 1748. Continuation of city-tour is the boat-tour in
a high-speed boat from exclusive pier of Flying
Dutchman restaurant.

Evening free time.

Overnight.



3 Day. Saint Petersburg

Breakfast.

The first part of the day will be fully dedicated to the
Hermitage (Winter Palace), the residence of Russian
tsars. You will have an exclusive entrance to the
museum in a non-working-day, avoiding lots of tourists,
and a special visit to the Golden Room of Hermitage.

Lunch in Percorso restaurant. Designed as a culinary
tour of Italy, Percorso serves authentic Italian cuisine,
along with updated classics and Chef Valerio Andrisani’s
own delicious creations.

Time for Shopping in DLT - Leningrad House of
Trade, the oldest department of St Petersburg, the
most legendary name for the entire Russian market.

Overnight.



4 Day. Saint Petersburg

Breakfast.

Wonderful excursion to one of the most exciting
summer residences Zarskoie Selo, where you can
enjoy the beautiful palace with the Amber Room and
an unforgettable imperial park.

Ride on imperial coach.

Final dinner in unique Palkin restaurant - one of the
oldest dining establishments in St. Petersburg and one
of the few that has retained its original name and
location.

Leisure.

Overnight.



5 Day. SPb-Moscow

Breakfast.

Morning free time for shopping in Passage Galeries.
"Passage" today is not only a part of St.Petersburg's
historical heritage, but also a prosperous contemporary
business enterprise.

Transfer to the train station.

Hi-speed train Sapsan to Moscow (4 hours). 1 class
coach with Lunch.

Arrival to Moscow. Meeting with VIP car and guide.

Transfer to Ritz Carlton Hotel. Accomodation in
Presidential suite. Time for leisure. Dinner in Restaurant
Dr. Zhivago, a recently opened restaurant in the very
heart of Moscow, just a block from Kremlin, carries the
name of the legendary novel as well as creates its own
intriguing story line.



6 Day. Moscow

Breakfast.

During the Sightseeing tour by Moscow city you will
see the Red Square, which is often considered the
central square of Moscow and all of Russia. The walk on
the Red Square will be followed by St. Vasiliy
Cathedral, which was ordered by Ivan the Terrible to
mark the 1552 capture of Kazan from Mongol forces.
Also you will appreciate the GYM - Moscow's "State
Department Store", takes up almost the entire eastern
side of Red Square. The Cathedral of Christ the
Saviour in Moscow may be the largest Orthodox
church in the world. Free time for leisure.

Evening visit to the most famous Russian Theater –
Bolshoi, for an extraordinary ballet. Afret that late
dinner in the restaurant with the same name -
BOLSHOI Restaurant - a unique project even in Europe,
where it is difficult to surprise anyone custom concept.
Absolute innovation and full pride of the restaurant lies
in its artistic component. Here assembled an exclusive
collection of works by contemporary painters and
sculptors

Overnight.



7 Day. Moscow

Breakfast.

You will have an exclusive entrance excursion to
Kremlin with the opportunity to visit the Diamond
Fund.

After that you will have a cruise by Moscow river on
Radisson Luxury Boat with VIP 1 class access and
lunch included.

In the evening we offer you another fascinating
experience – visit to The Mosquarium. You will have
the VIP zone seats, and the show exciting story brave
navigator, fascinating view on the "big water" with
three-dimensional projection and exclusive performance
of majestic killer whales, beluga whales, mysterious,
mischievous and charming dolphins pinnipeds.

Evening in the restaurant of hotel Ukraine - the
unique combination of architectural color of a Stalin-era
skyscraper and breathtaking panoramic view of the city
makes the Buono one of the best restaurants with a
view in Moscow.

Last evening in Moscow.



8 Day. Moscow

Breakfast.

Transfer to the airport.



The progam includes

- Accommodation incl. breakfast at the hotel (Moscow 3
nights, St Petersburg 4 nights)

- All transfers mentioned in the program in/out (one
per group)

- Vip car with air-condition during the program

- English speaking guide during the program and             
transfers 

- Excursions with entrance tickets due to the program

- Visa support

- Meals

- Fast train 1 class between Moscow and St Petersburg

- All mentioned services

- Porterage

The program does not include:

- Personal insurance

- Personal spendings

- Optional tours



Hotels

We are glad to offer all the best hotels in Moscow,
Saint-Petersburg, Sochi and all over Russia. Luxury
rooms and VIP-service for your unforgettable stay.



Restaurants

Dine in authentic restaurants in historic city centers.
Russian traditional or world cuisine from top chefs.



Boats

Get unforgetable White Nights expirience from the
middle of Neva river or explore Moscow's splendid city
sights from the deck comfortable boat.



Unique activities

Find yourself in the center of the action, look at the city
center from the cabin of MI-8 helicopter or from the
basket of hot air baloon and then take a rest on
Russia's best golf resorts with our outstanding unique
activity offers.



Luxury Shopping

Find your brand new look with the world most popular
brands in Russia's best shopping centers.


